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[00:00:00.00] -Punctuation marks can be very confusing. And that is why I have invented a way by which we can hear punctuation marks as well as see them. And here's how it works. A period sounds like this. 
[00:00:13.24] [POP] 
[00:00:14.67] An exclamation point is a straight line with a period underneath. 
[00:00:19.18] [HISS] 
[00:00:20.55] [POP] 
[00:00:22.37] And here is a comma. 
[00:00:24.11] [CLICK] 
[00:00:25.56] Quotation marks are two commas. 
[00:00:28.39] [CLICKS] 
[00:00:29.73] Or if you happen to be left-handed-- 
[00:00:31.65] [CLICKS] 
[00:00:34.97] Question mark is rather difficult. 
[00:00:38.35] [BUZZES] 
[00:00:40.26] [POP] 
[00:00:43.92] I have a book here, and I'm going to read a chapter from a story to you so you can hear how it sounds when this system is being used. I have marked a chapter so that I can find it easy. It's right here in the beginning of the book. And it's to save time that I have marked it. Here it is. Here it is in page nine-- page six. 
[00:01:19.55] Once upon a time-- 
[00:01:20.61] [CLICK] 
[00:01:21.62] A prince was riding through the woods. 
[00:01:24.72] [POP] 
[00:01:27.13] Suddenly-- 
[00:01:27.93] [CLICK] 
[00:01:29.42] He saw a terrible dragon. 
[00:01:31.76] [HISS] 
[00:01:32.76] [POP] 
[00:01:35.26] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:36.00] What is this? 
[00:01:38.29] [BUZZES] 
[00:01:39.20] [POP] 
[00:01:40.12] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:40.58] Asked the prince. 
[00:01:42.62] [POP] 
[00:01:44.12] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:44.62] Argh. 
[00:01:46.12] [CLICK] 
[00:01:46.56] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:47.89] Said the dragon. 
[00:01:49.20] [POP] 
[00:01:51.05] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:51.52] Those are fighting words. 
[00:01:53.11] [HISS] 
[00:01:54.06] [POP] 
[00:01:55.97] Said the prince. 
[00:01:57.32] [POP] 
[00:01:58.70] [CLICKS] 
[00:01:59.62] Take that-- 
[00:02:00.84] [CLICK] 
[00:02:01.30] And that-- 
[00:02:02.24] [CLICK] 
[00:02:02.71] And that-- 
[00:02:03.60] [CLICK] 
[00:02:04.45] And that. 
[00:02:05.46] [HISS] 
[00:02:05.89] [POP] 
[00:02:06.74] [CLICKS] 
[00:02:07.60] Said the prince. So the dragon took that-- 
[00:02:13.51] [CLICK] 
[00:02:14.23] And that-- 
[00:02:15.04] [CLICK] 
[00:02:15.80] And that-- 
[00:02:16.62] [CLICK] 
[00:02:17.39] And that-- 
[00:02:18.26] [CLICK] 
[00:02:20.92] And that was the end of the dragon. 
[00:02:23.55] [POP] 
[00:02:25.67] And this is the end of this. 
[00:02:28.87] [HISS] 
[00:02:29.77] [POP] 

